**Vocabulary List 7B - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentences MUST show that you know what the word means and MUST be 100% grammatically correct!!

**TACT / TANG: touch**
11. tangible: adj.

**JUR: law; jury**
12. conjure: v.

13. jurisdiction: n.

14. perjury: n.

**ARCH: ruler**
15. anarchy: n. a

16. hierarchy: n.

17. monarchy: n.

**DROME: running**
18. dromedary: n.

19. syndrome: n.

20. palindrome: n.
Definitions

A. a swiftly running camel

B. a word or phrase that reads the same both backward and forward (for example: race car)

C. capable of being touched

D. group arranged in order of rank

E. lying while under oath (in a courtroom)

F. rule of one royal person (king or queen)

G. state of no government; lawlessness

H. symptoms that occur together

I. the territory within which authority may be exercised

J. to call forth; to make appear